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their capital, and for two centuries challenged the title of the
Abbasids to the headship of Islam in the East as well as the
West. The challenge was partly a religious one, for Islam,
like Christianity, had its religious schisms. The chief
cleavage was between the orthodox Sunnis and the dissident
Shiites ; the latter particularly maintained that the true line
of Caliphs descended from Ali, the husband of Fatima. The
Buwaihids were Shiites, and therefore had little respect for
the orthodox Abbasid Caliph. But the Seljuks who rescued
him from them had become Sunnis when they embraced
Islam; they not only showed great regard for the Caliph,
they advanced westward as the champions of orthodoxy.
The Fatimites, on the other hand, were naturally Shiites,
and so between them and the Abbasids there was a religious
as well as a political schism.
It was over the Abbasid emirs of Syria and Palestine that
Nicephorus II had won his great victories in 969, when Aleppo
became a Byzantine dependency. This was the same year
that the Fatimites established themselves in Egypt, and they
too immediately turned their attention to Palestine and
Syria. John Tzimisces in his victorious expedition in 975
easily defeated their first attempts, but in the troublous years
of the beginning of Basil II's reign they had their opportunity
and gained a firm hold on Palestine. Basil and his successors
were engaged in a continual struggle with them, interrupted
by temporary peaces, for the possession of Syria, until in the
second half of the eleventh century a third competitor
appeared, the Seljuk Turks.
Rise of the The genius of Tughril Beg and the title he received from
Seljuk Turks ^g Caliph enabled him to unify the marauding tribes of
Turks into a formidable army, and to create a Seljuk Empire.
The enfeebled condition of Armenia made it an obvious mark
for invasion, and its conquest was completed by his nephew
and successor, Alp Arslan (1063-72). This was a serious
matter for the Eastern Empire. The Taurus and Anti-
Taurus ranges, which hitherto had kept the Moslems out of
Asia Minor, were now passed by bands of adventurous Turks
moving west, and also south into Syria. Constantinople
was thoroughly alarmed, and the new Emperor, Romanus
Diogenes, hastily organised an army. He was successful in
driving back the invaders from Asia Minor and Syria, and

